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The Role of Artists in Ship Camouflage During World War I

Roy R. Behrens

During World War I, in a 10-month period from March to December 1917, German submarines (called "U-boats" for "Unterseeboot", or "under-the-sea boat") sank an average of more than 23 British ships each week for a total of 925 ships. The worst period was in mid-April, when 55 British ships were destroyed in one week, for an average of almost eight ships per day [1].

When a U-boat attacked an enemy ship, one of three methods was commonly used. First, the submarine might remain submerged and, aiming through a periscope from a safe distance, fire an expensive and often inaccurate torpedo. Second, the submarine might come to the surface (which left it vulnerable) and, after allowing some time for preparation, attack with the cannon mounted on its deck. Third, if its target was an unarmed merchant ship, the submarine might come to the surface, move alongside the captured ship, remove everyone on board and then sink the empty ship by blowing it up.

Prior to World War I, the German Navy preferred the third method. Its official stated policy was that "destruction may not take place before everyone on board has been brought to safety along with their goods and chattels..." In late 1914, however, it adopted a new policy, one which proclaimed that "a U-boat cannot spare the crews of merchant ships, but must send them and their ships to the bottom of the sea. All shipping should be warned and all merchant shipping to England should be brought to a halt in a short period of time" [2].

In the early years of the war, this new policy was not strictly carried out, because many of the merchant ships (often clandestinely carrying goods to aid England's war effort) were coming from the United States, which was a neutral power that Germany would have preferred not to offend. However, a more severe policy was introduced in January 1917 when Germany announced that its submarine warfare would be unrestricted. From then on, all ships traveling within a certain war zone, even ships from neutral countries, if suspected of transporting aid to England, would be attacked by U-boats. Four months later, this policy resulted in the sinking of the Lustmania, a British passenger ship, in which 1,195 passengers were killed, including 128 U.S. citizens. The American public was outraged by the tragedy, and it was later a major contributor to the U.S. decision to enter the war on the side of the Allies.

One reason for Germany's more severe policy toward ships of neutral countries was England's decision to use mimicry in its camouflage, resulting in ships of questionable identity called "Q-Ships." These were armed British ships disguised as unarmed merchant ships. They often flew "false colors," erroneous flags of neutral countries, in the hope of enticing a U-boat to come to surface and to move in, at which time the guns of the British decoy would be unveiled and the submarine fired on at close range. While this strategy was moderately successful for a while, the element of surprise was soon lost, and the U-boats became increasingly cautious about approaching merchant ships, even those with neutral flags. For this and other reasons, U-boats began to attack with torpedoes, while remaining submerged and aiming through a periscope from a distance of at least 2,700 yards, or about 1 1/2 miles [3].

Dazzle Painting

Accordingly, as the toll of the U-boats continued to mount, the chief concern of Allied ships was how to avoid a torpedo attack. This problem was addressed in the early months of 1917 by a 39-year-old British illustrator, marine painter and designer named Norman Wilkinson, who was a lieutenant in the Royal Navy. Years later, Wilkinson recalled the time and exact circumstances that led to his invention of "dazzle painting":

On my way back to Devonport in the early morning, in an extremely cold carriage, I suddenly got the idea that since it was impossible to paint a ship so that she could not be seen by a submarine, the extreme opposite was the answer—in other words, to paint her, not for low visibility, but in such a way as to break up her form and thus confuse a submarine officer as to the course on which she was heading [4].

Wilkinson concluded that prior attempts at ship camouflage had been ineffective because techniques used for ground camouflage had been used inappropriately for ships. In ground camouflage, the object to be camouflaged is often stationary, and one is more or less assured of a fixed and predictable background. In naval camouflage, however, the object to be camouflaged is nearly always moving, and its background is frequently shifting as well. Further, even if a ship were stationary, its two predominant backgrounds—the sea and the sky—are constantly changing in color and light.
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Given these and other variables, thought Wilkinson, it was absurd to attempt to conceal a ship on the ocean. Since invisibility was impossible in naval camouflage, it would be more effective to paint erratic patterns on the ship's surface, making it even more visible, and thereby confuse, or "dazzle," the submarine gunner so that he could not be sure about the target's course, size, speed or distance. The primary goal was to confuse the U-boat gunner about what position to fire from when the ship was first sighted. A submarine, explained Wilkinson, "having once failed to obtain a good position has little or no likelihood of regaining that position, owing to insufficient underwater speed" [5]. And even if the submarine did get into firing position, the bewildering pattern might still spoil the gunner's aim. This was possible because a gunner did not aim the torpedo at a ship, but rather fired it ahead of the ship—it had to lead its target—so that quickly and accurately determining the course of the ship was absolutely essential.

When Wilkinson submitted his idea to the British Admiralty, it was initially ignored. Soon, however, it was taken seriously, with the result that the H.M.S. Industry, a small store ship, was ordered to be painted in an experimental dazzle scheme under Wilkinson's supervision. Meanwhile, other British ships, the coast guard and shore stations were instructed to report their impressions whenever they sighted the curious boat.

**BRITISH DAZZLE SECTION**

A few days later, the British Admiralty ordered 50 troopships to be dazzle-painted immediately, and Wilkinson was placed in charge of a newly formed Dazzle Section. Located in a spare classroom at Burlington House, home of the Royal Academy of Arts, this unit consisted of 17 workers: Wilkinson; five male artists (either unfit or too old for military service) chosen by Wilkinson to design the dazzle schemes; three ship model-makers (two male, one female); and 11 young female art students, who prepared hand-colored mechanical drawings that were used in painting the actual ships [6].

In addition, 10 other men were appointed dock officers at various harbors around Britain, including Bristol, Liverpool, Newcastle and Glasgow. Initially, these men only supervised the painting of the ships, but later, when generic schemes were used on ships of varying sizes and shapes, they also contributed to modifying the dazzle schemes. One of these officers was Edward Wadsworth, a painter who played a significant role before World War I in the development of Vorticism, a British combination of Cubism and Futurism [7].

In Wilkinson's words, the ships were prepared in the following way:

In the initial stages a small wooden model of each ship was made to scale. On this a design was painted in wash colors for the purposes of rapid alteration. This model was then carefully studied on a prepared theatre through a submarine periscope, various sky backgrounds being placed behind her alternately. A satisfactory design having been evolved giving the maximum distortion, the model was then handed to the trained plan maker and copied on to a 1/16th-inch scale profile plan of the ship on white paper showing port and starboard side. The plan was then sent to the outport officer at the port at which the particular ship was lying and transferred under his supervision to the ship [8].
Fig. 3. U.S. artist Everett L. Warner (1877-1963), a major contributor to the development of U.S. ship camouflage during both world wars. (Photo: Carnegie Mellon University Archives)

Each of the first 50 dazzle-painting schemes was unique, in the sense that a different design was applied to each ship. Further, on any one ship, the design on the port side was different from that on the starboard. As before, observers were asked to report what they saw when dazzle-painted ships were sighted. One was described as "almost impossible to say how she was steering," while it was said of another that it "sometimes appears to be going in the opposite direction" [9]. As a consequence, in October 1917, the Admiralty decided that dazzle camouflage should be applied to all armed and unarmed merchant ships, so that by the end of the following June, more than 2,300 British ships had been dazzle-painted. There were moments when as many as 100 ships were being dazzle-painted in a single harbor at one time.

AMERICAN SHIP CAMOUFLAGE

In the meantime, as a result of a visit to England by Admiral William S. Sims of the U.S. Navy, the U.S. government requested that Wilkinson be loaned to the United States. This request was submitted in spite of the fact that six camouflage methods had already been adopted by the U.S. Navy. One of these, called the "Brush System," was patented by U.S. artists Abbott H. Thayer and Gerome Brush, and was based on the former's discovery of "countershading" in animals in 1892. Inspired by the coloration of sea gulls, it required the upper portions of a ship, which are normally in sunlight, to be painted gray, while portions most likely to be in shadow would be painted pure white [10]. Another was the "Mackay System," a low-visibility pointillist plan invented by New York artist William Andrew Mackay, which was based on the notion that gray would result when certain patches of color were seen from a distance [11]. A third, known as the "Warner System," proposed by Iowa-born artist and naval officer Everett Warner, was, like Wilkinson's method, designed to interfere with range finding [12]. Other systems were developed by Maximilian Toch (an authority on paint chemistry), Lewis Herzog and a person named Watson [13].

Encouraged by the Board of Marine Insurance Underwriters, which offered preferred insurance rates to camouflaged merchant ships, dozens of other suggestions were made by U.S. artists, inventors and patriotic amateurs throughout the country. Thayer submitted two models, one in which the ship was draped by an enormous net and another in which it was covered by "a huge spread of canvas painted to imitate a cloud" [14]. In a proposal from Thomas Edison, an entire ship was apparently disguised as an island, complete with a lighthouse and pine trees. Thayer's proposals were rejected outright, but because of Edison's prestige, his scheme was actually applied to the S.S. Ochenfels; however, but his camouflage made the ship "so unseaworthy that it [the imitation island] got carried away before the vessel got out of New York Harbor" [15]. A number of people suggested that ships be nickel-plated or completely covered in mirrors. Others proposed that they be disguised to look like whales or icebergs [16].

Wilkinson sailed to America in March 1918 on the Leviathan, formerly the Vaterland, a large ocean liner captured from Germany by the United States, then converted for use as a troopship. Arriving in New York, Wilkinson was taken to Washington, D.C., to a meeting with Franklin D. Roosevelt, then Assistant Secretary of the Navy, who expressed his admiration for dazzle painting. "We have no department of camouflage here," Roosevelt said.

Up to the present ship camouflage in the United States has been carried out by a number of private individuals, all of whose systems vary, but are mainly in the...
order of invisibility or low-visibility treatment. They have been selling their plans at so many dollars a foot run to ship owners. We had no means of testing the results in a practical way. . . . [17]

During the next 4 weeks, Wilkinson assisted in organizing an American Camouflage Section, patterned after its British predecessor and established as part of the Bureau of Construction and Repair. Lieutenant Harold Van Buskirk was placed in charge of the unit, and two subdivisions were set up. The research subdivision at the Eastman Kodak Company in Rochester, New York, was comprised of scientists; the design subdivision in Washington was made up of artists [18].

The person in charge of the research group in Rochester was Lieutenant Loyd A. Jones, who was head of the physics laboratory at Eastman Kodak. As a civilian, Jones had already contributed to the efforts of the Submarine Defense Association by inventing a "visibility meter," a device to measure how visible an object is in an ocean setting. Later, he set up a theater for studying camouflaged ship models (Fig. 1) in which a periscope used to view the models moved on a track and the lighting was much more elaborate than had been used before [19].

The artist in charge of the Washington subdivision was Lieutenant Warner (Figs 2 and 3), who escorted Wilkinson as he lectured at harbors in Boston, New York, Philadelphia and Norfolk on the purpose, design and application of dazzle painting [20]. Back in Washington, Warner assembled a small team of camouflage artists, including marine painter Frederic Waugh (Fig. 4) (who produced the especially wonderful plan for dazzle-painting the Leviathan, shown in Fig. 5), portrait painter Gordon Stevenson, sculptor John Gregory, Kenneth MacIntyre, A. O'Connell and a person named Richardson [21]. Like their British counterparts, they applied dazzle patterns to miniature wooden models, tested the models in a periscope-equipped theater and prepared instructions for painting the ships.

In the meantime, official approval was withdrawn from all naval camouflage systems other than dazzle painting. It became the sole responsibility of Warner's team of artists to camouflage all American ships, while the Shipping Board provided camouflage experts (camoufleurs) at ports (most of whom were professional artists and architects) who supervised the painting. In addition, the Office of Naval Intelligence used artists and photographers to make color sketches and photographs for Warner's team of camouflaged ships in American ports. One of the artists assigned to draw ships was Louis Bouché [22]. Another was Thomas Hart Benton, who wrote in a letter that "This is done so that if the ship should be torpedoed or lost in any way all the facts concerning her appearance etc. can easily be found" [23].

But there were other reasons for making the drawings. It was, for example, of value to have drawings and photographs of camouflaged foreign ships to compare and contrast to U.S. schemes. In addition, by studying drawings and paintings of ships, the camouflage artists could determine if the camouflage schemes had been correctly applied. As it turned out, often they had not, especially when the Shipping Board camoufleurs were asked to use a single scheme for several ships, each structurally different. In many cases, it was evident that the camoufleur had failed to understand the underlying principles, so much so that finally it was arranged that each week three Shipping Board camoufleurs would travel to Washington for a brief but intensive workshop on dazzle painting.

During the final 8 months of World War I, more than 1,200 American ships
were painted with dazzle schemes produced by the Washington subdivision, about half of which were modifications of British designs. Hundreds of others were totally new, and some were considerably different from those produced by Wilkinson's group. The difference was largely the consequence of an ingenious method (Fig. 6), devised by Warner, using anamorphosis, in which new dazzle patterns were invented by arranging color wooden blocks (many in reversed perspective) at an oblique angle against the side of a ship model, then converting that arrangement to a flat pattern [24].

The results of dazzle painting were astonishing. "Those who were not fortunate to see the docks at one of our great ports during the war," a writer recalled, may imagine the arrival of a convoy—or, as frequently occurred, two at a time—of these painted ships, and the many miles of docks crowded with vessels of all sorts. . . . each resplendent with a variety of bright-hued patterns, up-to-date designs of stripes in black and white or pale blue and deep ultramarine, and earlier designs of curves, patches, and semicircles. Take all these, huddle them together in what appears to be hopeless confusion, but which in reality is perfect order, bow and stern pointing in all directions, mix a little sunshine, add the varied and sparkling reflections, stir the hotchpotch up with smoke, life, and incessant movement, and it can safely be said that the word "dazzle" is not far from the mark [25].

Riding in a convoy of dazzle-painted ships, a journalist said, was "like being in the middle of a floating art museum," while others spoke of dazzled ships as "so many floating cubist paintings," "a futurist's bad dream," "cubist painting on a colossal scale" and "a cross between a boiler explosion and a railroad accident" [26]. "You should see our Fleet!," exclaimed an American newspaper.

It's camouflaged so, it looks like a flock of sea-going Easter Eggs. If you shut your eyes good and tight, and stand behind a wall, you can't see a ship a cable's length away. It was an English guy [Wilkinson] thought of it first, and his name's the first toast now at all the paint-makers' social reunions [27].

But was it Wilkinson who first thought of dazzle painting? Not according to a U.S. naval manual, prepared in 1961, which contended that Thayer devised "a system of course- and type-deception painting which used misleading painted-patterns to falsify real perspective and natural lines of construction" as early as 1915 (2 years in advance of Wilkinson), a system that Thayer discovered while studying ship models on a pond in Dublin, New Hampshire, when "he noticed that a partly painted model appeared to be headed in the wrong direction" [28]. "Such strong contrasting deception patterns," the manual explains, "when carefully designed by good artists, could make a ship appear to be headed on any course desired, regardless of the ship's actual course" [29]. Regrettably, no source for the story is given, and no mention of it has been found elsewhere.

Nevertheless, there are portions of Thayer's book, Concealing Coloration in the Animal Kingdom, that may have anticipate dazzle painting [30]. It shows, for example, a photograph of four butterflies (Fig. 7), three with monochromatic coloring (black, white and gray) and one with high-contrast disruptive coloring. In the caption, the reader is instructed to study the photograph from a distance of 7 or 8 yards, at which point the three monochromatic butterflies remain identifiable, while the fourth looks fragmented and incoherent [31].

Looking at this photograph, I am reminded of a letter to the editor in the May 1919 issue of Nature by John Graham Kerr, a Scottish professor of zoology and a Member of Parliament, who had spoken in favor of an earlier attempt by Thayer, assisted by John Singer Sargent, to persuade the British to abandon the monochromatic, khaki field-service uniform in favor of a dazzle-like multi-colored uniform [32]. In this letter, Kerr claimed that Wilkinson's invention of dazzle painting was not unprecedented, and that, as early as 1914, he had invented a similar scheme, using parti-coloring or disruptive coloring in combination with countershading. He had proposed this system to the British Admiralty at the start of World War I when he became convinced that uniform coloring, whether black, white or monochromatic gray, was ineffective camouflage, even dangerous, in the sense that—like Thayer's photograph of butterflies—it enabled the overall shape to remain clearly readable from a great distance. "I also directed attention," he writes, "to its [multi-coloring's] use in confusing the details, especially vertical lines, which are made use of by the enemy's range finders" [33].

A month later, there was a reply from Wilkinson in the same journal, in which he argued that Kerr "has not thoroughly grasped the idea of the special form of camouflage on which I was engaged, and of which I still claim to be the originator" [34]. Dazzle painting, said

---

Fig. 6. Drawings made from photographs of a demonstration by Everett L. Warner of a method using anamorphosis to invent dazzle camouflage schemes by arranging colored wooden blocks (many in reversed perspective) at an oblique angle against the side of a ship model, then converting that arrangement to a flat pattern. (Redrawn by Ryan McAdam, from photographs [38])
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Wilkinson, was not derived from biological examples. It has little relation to disruptive coloring, in the sense that the latter attempts to decrease visibility, while his system merely confuses the aim of the submarine gunner and may even heighten visibility.

As for countershading, it is simply not practicable in ship camouflage, Wilkinson said, because any design requiring white patches or subtle coloration would soon be ruined by the heat, smoke, fuel and rust that constantly leak from a functioning ship. All ships require repainting every 6 months, and the dazzle-painted ships would appear cleaner and more effective than others, Wilkinson explained later, "on the principle that a white tablecloth will look dirty sooner than a patchwork quilt" [35].

Throughout World War I and long afterwards, there were recurring misgivings about the usefulness of dazzle painting. To what extent could Wilkinson's assertions about its effectiveness be verified? U.S. sources claimed that less than 1% of dazzle-painted ships were sunk by torpedoes. But when the British Admiralty set up a Committee on Dazzle Painting, it reported in September 1918 that there was no clear evidence that dazzle painting had ever confused a submarine gunner. However, the report continued, it may be advisable to continue the practice because it is not disadvantageous and indeed it had caused an "undoubted increase" in the confidence and morale of the crew on dazzled-painted ships [36].

World War I ended officially on 28 June 1919, with the signing of the Treaty of Versailles. Partly because ships require periodic repainting, dazzle painting soon disappeared. No longer menaced by German U-boats, the Allied navies chose to paint virtually all their ships in monochromatic gray, instead of expending additional time on the restoration of multi-colored dazzle schemes (Fig. 8 and Color Plate A No. 2).
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